
brief notices

catching the vision working his efforts to enlist the support
together to create a millennial of his wife and family his coun-

selorsward by william G dyer and ward leaders and even-
tuallybookcraft 1993 the members of his ward
each chapter presents a principle

writing from his experiences such as developing stewardship
as a husband father bishop high managing diversity dealing with
councilor general sunday school repentance and forgiveness man-

agingboard member and stake presi-
dent

interpersonal conflicts con-
trollingthe author adds his exper-

tise
competition or meeting

as a professional sociologist to adversity these principles are
this serious look at what it would then taught through realistic and
take to prepare the saints their thoughtful narratives which reflect
families and their wards for mil-
lennial

the kinds of experiences nearly all
living members face sooner or later in

dyer asks readers to consider the their wards A final discussion fol-
lowsquestions can the millennium be-

gin
each narrative summarizing

if the saints are not prepared to and analyzing the experiences of
live a millennial law xx and what the fictional ward members and
will our own wards and stakes look providing practical conclusions
like and how will they function if catching the vision has many
we are seriously dealing with the workable ideas for the perfecting
question of becoming a prepared of the saints through callings af-

fordedpeople xi in wards striving to be a
he then presents a model through zion community it is enjoyable

the fictional bishop george pratt reading and well worth the invest-
mentand his plainsvillePlainsville second ward of a few hours

the bishop and the members of his kathryn C gardner
ward may not exist in reality but
what happens to them transpires
in almost every ward and branch in
the church the fresh approaches historical dictionary of mormon-

ismto problems and the discovery of by davis bitton scarecrow
solutions to common challenges press 1994
are stimulating insightful and
even touching while one of the greatest

dyer begins with a newly called strengths of mormonism is its mis-
sionarybishops development as he attains program many public

a vision of his calling and deepens libraries lack objective and con-
cisehis personal commitment and with information for the curious
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investigator concerning the church volume closes with three appen-
dixesall too frequently the only offer-

ings
a chronological listing of

are anti mormon in tone and church presidents another of com-
pletedcontent some of them subtly temples and an interest-
ingso and are therefore very confus-

ing
selection of famous quotes

for a seeker looking for a bal-
anced

ranging from joseph smith to
view of a new religion this chieko okazaki

information gap is exactly what any weaknesses in the volume
the historical dictionary of mor-
monism

are minor such as the choice of a
fills best its small size is few photographs that are too dark

much less intimidating that the to be satisfactory without reserva-
tionfour volume encyclopedia of mor-

monism
I1 recommend the historical

new york macmillan dictionary ofmormonismof Mormonism to mem-
bers1992 and its price is more afford-

able
of the church and encourage

for public libraries them in the interest of missionary
davis bitton has done a great work and providing correct infor-

mationservice by providing an introduc-
tion

for investigators to recom-
mendto the history of the church or donate bittonsbittensBittons book to

and to its leaders and activities their local libraries
throughout the world an initial gary gillum
perusal of the volume may indicate
that the articles are similar to those
in the encyclopedia however bit-
ton presents the information from the radiant lnelife by truman R

a fresh perspective consistent with madsen bookcraft 1994

his lifelong ability to communicate
clearly and concisely whatever the madsen a master teacher seeks
topic his explanation of the moun-
tain

here to lead saints to a fuller spiri-
tualmeadows massacre the united life to stir in them a new atti-
tudeorder and the utah period of the about their thoughts and

church are the finest summaries actions this work is similar in
ive seen anywhere and the arti-
cles

style to his book the highest in Us

on feminism and the roles of bookcraft 1978 both are in-
tendedwomen exemplify bittonsbittensBittons clear for general readership and

understanding of current issues in are designed to uplift and inspire
the church highly readable the book con-

tainsA chronology precedes the dic-
tionary

a potent mixture of theory
listings 40 percent ofwhich anecdotes and solid doctrine based

are short biographies of leaders on scripture A chapter on the sab-
bathand prominent members of the draws heavily from madsensmaddensMadsens

church immediately following knowledge of jewish tradition and
the main body of the book is a fur-
ther

from his time spent in the holy
hallmark of bittonsbittensBittons exacting land his discussion on forgiveness

scholarship an excellent bibliog-
raphy

will prove to be genuinely helpful
representing his years of for those seeking forgiveness as

research in church history the well as those seeking to forgive


